INSTALLING PRINTING PAPER

1) Lift up the arm (Fig. 1).  

2) When inserting the paper, cut the edge of the paper as shown (Fig. 3).  

3) Place the new paper roll on the arm. The edge of the paper should be positioned as shown (Fig. 4).  

4) Turn the power switch on. Press the paper feed key to advance the paper as shown (Fig. 5).  

REPLACING THE INK RIBBON

Note: Turn the power switch off.

1) Refer to the picture on the back of the printer cover, and then remove the cover (Fig. 6).  

2) Assemble the new ribbon in the direction of the arrow, (Fig. 7).  

3) When replacing, insert the tape on the ink ribbon of the calculator before use. (Figure 13, 13)  

PRINTING OF ITEM COUNT

At "on" or "n+" position, the calculator prints and count the number of items printed as to 999.  

PRINTOUT OF ITEM COUNT

When the PRINT switch is turned "on", and the "ITEM" switch is at the "on" position, the number of items recorded by the counter can be printed. To clear the number of items printed, press the [RESET] key.  

POWER SUPPLY ON/OFF

OFF: The calculator is off.  

ON: The calculator is on.  

When the power is turned "on" and the calculator is not being used for approx. 7 minutes, the calculator will automatically enter the memory mode. Press any key to clear the current display or to return to the normal calculation mode.  

OVERFLOW FUNCTION

In the following cases, when "E" is displayed, a dotted line is printed, the keyboard is inactively locked, and the added operation is stopped:  

1) The result of the memory content exceeds 14 digits to the left of the decimal point.  

2) Dividing by 0.  

3) The storage operation speed is faster than the calculator processing speed. (Buffer Register Overflow)  

INTERRUPT SELECTOR OF PUNTO DECIMAL

When the interrupt selector switch is turned "on", the decimal point position (>, <, =) is inserted automatically and the light LED will turn red color. Press any key the calculator will resume and the light LED will change into green color to return into normal calculation mode.  

SUMMATOR ACTIVATED / DESACTIVATED

ACTIVA la calculadora.  

DESACTIVA la calculadora.  

CONMUTADOR PARA SELECCION DE DIVISAS / MEMORIA

CARACTERÍSTICAS

Colocar el conmutador en la posición “ON MEMORY PRINT” para efectuar el parámetro de la calculadora y el valor de las divisas.  

Las entradas y el resultado aparecerán en la pantalla pero no se imprimirán.  

La entrada y el resultado se imprimen en la pantalla y se registran.  

CONVERSOR DE DIVISIÓN DE CALCULO

Colocar el conmutador en la posición “ON.CNVR PRINT” ON para efectuar el parámetro de la calculadora y el valor de las divisas.  

Las entradas y el resultado aparecerán en la pantalla pero no se imprimirán.  

La entrada y el resultado se imprimen en la pantalla y se registran.  

CONSUMADOR DE REDONDEO

Cuando se produzca un redondeo, el resultado aparecerá en la pantalla.  

Se puede redondear hacia arriba o hacia abajo.  

Impresión de la tasa de cambio de divisas preseleccionadas.
CLOCK & CALENDAR FUNCTION / FUNCIÓN DEL RELOJ Y DEL CALENDARIO

- Used to switch between clock or calendar mode.
- Used to switch between 12 or 24 hour clock mode time setting.
- Used to switch between AM or PM in the mode of time setting.
- Used to set the date and time in calendar mode.

DATE SETTING / AJUSTE DE LA FECHA

- To change the date format, press and hold the date key for 3 seconds.
- To change the display format, press and hold the display mode key for 3 seconds.
- To change the time format, press and hold the time key for 3 seconds.
- To change the calendar mode, press and hold the calendar key for 3 seconds.

PRINT OUT / IMPRESIÓN DE LOS DATOS

- Used to switch between clock or calendar mode.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.

GRAND TOTAL / TOTAL GENERAL

- Used to calculate the total of the displayed figures.
- Used to print out the total of the displayed figures.

MEMORY CALCULATION / CÁLCULOS CON MEMORIA

- Used to store values in memory.
- Used to recall values from memory.

PERCENTAGE CALCULATION / CÁLCULOS DE PORCENTAJE

- Used to calculate percentages.
- Used to round numbers.

OVERFLOW / DERRAMAMIENTO DE CAPACIDAD

- Used to calculate the maximum amount of data that can be stored.
- Used to calculate the remaining capacity.

PRINT OUT / IMPRESIÓN

- Used to print out the calculation results.
- Used to print out the date and time.

CURRENCY CONVERSION CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE CONVERSION DE MONEDA

- Used to calculate currency conversion.
- Used to calculate foreign exchange rates.

TAX CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE IMPUESTO

- Used to calculate tax amounts.
- Used to calculate tax percentages.

FUNCTION OF THE RELOJ Y DEL CALENDARIO

- Used to set the date and time.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.

CALCULATION EXAMPLES / EJEMPLOS DE CÁLCULO

- Used to calculate simple arithmetic problems.
- Used to calculate complex mathematical problems.

SETTING / AJUSTE

- Used to set the date and time in calendar mode.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.

PRINTED OUT / IMPRIMIDAS

- Used to print out the calculation results.
- Used to print out the date and time.

COST-SELL-MARGIN CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE COSTES-VENTAS-MARGEN

- Used to calculate the cost, selling price, and profit margin.
- Used to calculate the break-even point.

MEMORY CLEAR / BORRADO DE LA MEMORIA

- Used to clear the memory.
- Used to recall the memory.

PRINT OUT / IMPRESIÓN

- Used to print out the calculation results.
- Used to print out the date and time.

CURRENCY CONVERSION CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE CONVERSION DE MONEDA

- Used to calculate currency conversion.
- Used to calculate foreign exchange rates.

TAX CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE IMPUESTO

- Used to calculate tax amounts.
- Used to calculate tax percentages.

FUNCTION OF THE RELOJ Y DEL CALENDARIO

- Used to set the date and time.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.

CALCULATION EXAMPLES / EJEMPLOS DE CÁLCULO

- Used to calculate simple arithmetic problems.
- Used to calculate complex mathematical problems.

SETTING / AJUSTE

- Used to set the date and time in calendar mode.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.

PRINTED OUT / IMPRIMIDAS

- Used to print out the calculation results.
- Used to print out the date and time.

COST-SELL-MARGIN CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE COSTES-VENTAS-MARGEN

- Used to calculate the cost, selling price, and profit margin.
- Used to calculate the break-even point.

MEMORY CLEAR / BORRADO DE LA MEMORIA

- Used to clear the memory.
- Used to recall the memory.

PRINT OUT / IMPRESIÓN

- Used to print out the calculation results.
- Used to print out the date and time.

CURRENCY CONVERSION CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE CONVERSION DE MONEDA

- Used to calculate currency conversion.
- Used to calculate foreign exchange rates.

TAX CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE IMPUESTO

- Used to calculate tax amounts.
- Used to calculate tax percentages.

FUNCTION OF THE RELOJ Y DEL CALENDARIO

- Used to set the date and time.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.

CALCULATION EXAMPLES / EJEMPLOS DE CÁLCULO

- Used to calculate simple arithmetic problems.
- Used to calculate complex mathematical problems.

SETTING / AJUSTE

- Used to set the date and time in calendar mode.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.

PRINTED OUT / IMPRIMIDAS

- Used to print out the calculation results.
- Used to print out the date and time.

COST-SELL-MARGIN CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE COSTES-VENTAS-MARGEN

- Used to calculate the cost, selling price, and profit margin.
- Used to calculate the break-even point.

MEMORY CLEAR / BORRADO DE LA MEMORIA

- Used to clear the memory.
- Used to recall the memory.

PRINT OUT / IMPRESIÓN

- Used to print out the calculation results.
- Used to print out the date and time.

CURRENCY CONVERSION CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE CONVERSION DE MONEDA

- Used to calculate currency conversion.
- Used to calculate foreign exchange rates.

TAX CALCULATION / CÁLCULO DE IMPUESTO

- Used to calculate tax amounts.
- Used to calculate tax percentages.

FUNCTION OF THE RELOJ Y DEL CALENDARIO

- Used to set the date and time.
- Used to change the date format.
- Used to change the display format.
- Used to change the time format.